This paper presents a novel approach for inducing causal rules by using deverbal nouns as a clue for finding causal relations. We collect verbs and their deverbal forms from FrameNet, and extract pairs of sentences in which event verbs and their corresponding deverbal forms co-occur in documents. The most challenging part of this work is to generalize an instance of causal relation into a rule. This paper proposes a method to generalize and constrain causal rules so that the obtained rules have the high chance of applicability and reusability. In order to find a suitable constraint for a causal rule, we utilize relation instances extracted by an open-information extractor, and build a classifier to choose the most suitable constraint. We demonstrate that deverbal nouns provide a good clue for causal relations and that the proposed method can induce causal rules from deverbal noun constructions.
Introduction
Performing semantic inference is important for natural language applications such as Question Answering (QA), Information Extraction, and Discourse Analysis. One of the missing links for semantic inference is the availability of commonsense knowledge in computers. In this paper, we focus on acquiring knowledge about causal relations between events.
Previous work on causal rule acquisition targeted at simple rules each of whose head is represented by a single literal or n-ary predicate: for example, Girju (2003) collected causal rules between nouns (e.g., hunger ⇒ headache); and Pantel et al. (2007) acquired causal rules between verbs (e.g., ❨ announced the arrest of ❳ ⇒ ❳ is charged by ❨). However, humans perform more complicated inferences to predict outcomes of an event.
Let us consider the following example: Google acquires Android Inc. The acquisition will enhance Google's competition in mobile phones. The first sentence mentions an acquisition event with the verb acquire. Starting with its deverbal noun acquisition, the second sentence describes the possible outcome of the acquisition event. Referring to events explained in the preceding sentences, deverbal nouns often provide good clues for identifying cause-effect relations. However, acquiring the following causal rule from the above example is of no use:
❛❝q✉✐r❡(❳, Android) ⇒ ❝♦♠♣❡t❡✲✐♥(❳, mobile phones)
(1) Even though we generalize the causal relation by replacing the company name Google with a variable X , it is unlikely to reuse the causal knowledge that if a company acquires Android, the company will compete in mobile phones. Having said that, the following rule may be too generic:
This rule only expresses that if a company acquires something, the company will compete in some area. This causality may be supported by a lot of activities in the real world, but it does not provide a good hint for predicting the value of ❩. In contrast, inducing the following causal rule would be more preferable in terms of the reusability and predictability:
Here, we complemented a predicate s♣❡❝✐❛•✐③❡❞✲✐♥(❨, ❩) as a constraint, i.e., as a premise in the head (left-hand side) of the rule, even though this is not explicit in the original text. Humans accept the causal relation mentioned in the above text because we have a prior knowledge about Rule 3 and the truth of the predicate s♣❡❝✐❛•✐③❡❞✲✐♥(Android, mobile phone). This paper presents a novel approach for inducing causal rules like Rule 3 from the sentences with deverbal nouns (as in the above example). The contributions of this paper are twofold:
1. We focus on verbs and their deverbal nouns that co-refer to the same events. The use of deverbal nouns was not explored in the previous work on causal knowledge acquisition. We investigate the advantage of this approach empirically.
2. We present a method for generalizing and constraining causal relations by making use of relation instances acquired automatically from a large corpus. Previous work replaced the same mention (string) in a pattern with a variable to induce an inference rule (template). In contrast, this work unveils hidden predicates and variables that are not stated explicitly in text, but are crucial for explaining causal relations. This part is very challenging because we need to combine pieces of predicates obtained from different texts.
Proposed Method
The proposed system uses FrameNet 1 (Fillmore, 1976; Baker et al., 1998) for obtaining a list of verbs and their deverbal nouns (e.g., acquisition and purchase as deverbal nouns of verbs buy and acquire). Finding documents containing both verbs and their deverbal nouns in the corpus, the system extracts text fragments in which causal relations are expressed by pairs of sentences, "A verb B ..." and "Deverbal-noun ...". Here, A and B present named entities 2 , and "Deverbal-noun ..." denotes a sentence starting with the deverbal noun of verb. We call the former sentence "A verb B ..." a head sentence and the latter sentence "Deverbal-noun ..." a body sentence. We apply several NLP analyses including part-of-speech tagging, dependency parsing, named entity recognition, and coreference resolution for obtaining causal relation instances as dependency trees with variables (Section 2.1). Independently of this process, the system extracts relation instances from the corpus by using ReVerb 3 (Fader et al., 2011 ) (Section 2.2). Searching for candidates of relation instances that can be inserted to a causal rule as a constraint, the system chooses the best relation instance as a constraint (Section 2.3).
Extracting causal relations using deverbal nouns
Using the list of verbs and their deverbal nouns extracted from FrameNet, the proposed system finds documents that contain both verbs and their corresponding deverbal nouns. For example, we extract a document when it contains a verb buy and its deverbal nouns (purchase, acquisition, procurement, etc) . We employ Stanford Core NLP 4 for fundamental NLP analyses including sentence splitting, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, dependency parsing, and coreference resolution. The system extracts a causal relation from every sentence pair containing a verb and its deverbal noun. In this section, we use the following example to explain the process of generalizing causal relations into causal rules.
UnitedHealth buys Pacificare. The acquisition also gives UnitedHealth new operations in Nevada.
Firstly, the proposed method extracts a predicate and its arguments as the event referred to by the head (first) sentence. We define that: a predicate is a verb; arguments are a subject and object of the verb in the dependency tree; and arguments must mention named entities. For instance, the system extracts ❜✉②(UnitedHealth, Pacificare) from the example. In this study, we assume that a named entity presents either a person, location, or organization recognized by Stanford Core NLP. We replace mentions of each argument with a variable such as ❆ and ❇, and generalize the predicate into a pattern ❜✉②(❆, ❇). We call the pattern and variables extracted from the head sentence head pattern and entity variables, respectively.
Simplifying a pattern from the sentence with a deverbal noun
Sentences with deverbal nouns are often so specific that we cannot reuse corresponding patterns as bodies of causal rules. For example, the pattern from the example, the acquisition also gives ❆ new operations in Nevada, is too specific. Therefore, we simplify a pattern from the body sentence (body pattern hereafter) by applying the following procedure.
We use newswire text as a corpus, where the current NLP tools (e.g., POS tagger and NER) were designed to perform well. Because articles in the newswire domain mostly describe events occurring with named entities (e.g., companies, organizations, people), we do not think the requirement of variables A and B was strong.
Remove nodes whose depths (distances from the root node) are more than three in the dependency tree. We assume that these words are unnecessary for body patterns.
2. Replace every noun node with a variable (e.g., ❳) whose depth is no more than three.
These variables will be used for generalizing the causal relation. 3. Keep nodes whose depths are one or two.
4. For each variable ❳, resolve it to a variable in the head pattern, ❆ or ❇, if the variable ❳ satisfies the following rules:
• The variable ❳ is a part of the named entity in the head pattern. For example, when ❳ is Google and ❆ is Google Inc, we replace ❳ with ❆.
• The variable is the initials of the named entity. For example, when ❳ is HP and ❆ is Hewlett-Packard, we replace ❳ with ❆.
5. If a node is recognized as a numerical expression (tagged as either "Time", "Money", "Percent", "Date" and "Number" by Stanford Core NLP), replace the node with a special variable representing its semantic class. For example, we replace $1,500,000 with ▼❖◆❊❨.
6. Remove nodes that have certain syntactic relations (adverbial modifiers, appositional modifiers, adjectival modifiers and complementizers) with their parents. Nodes under these relations unnecessary for body patterns, describing specific/additional information. 7. Remove a body pattern if it ends with words other than nouns. This rule removes body patterns in passive voice, for example, the acquisition of A was announced.
We call variables that were unresolved to entity variables after this procedure unconstrained variables. The procedure yields a body pattern the acquisition gives ❆ operations in ❳. Combining the head and body patterns, we obtain the following causal relation,
Meanwhile, it would be better for the usability of causal rules if we could paraphrase the body pattern the acquisition gives ❆ operations in ❳ into a predicate representation ♦♣❡r❛t❡✲✐♥(❆, ❳) or a simpler textual pattern like ❆ will operate in ❳. As the first attempt for using deverbal nouns, we leave the task as a future work; in this study we focus on generalizing causal rules.
Finding possible constraints for causal rules
So far, we obtained generalized causal rules with variables. However, these rules are too generic to represent a causal relation; for example, it is inadequate to fill any location name (e.g., Tokyo
and London) in the unconstrained variable ❳ of the rule, buy(❆, ❇) ⇒ The acquisition gives ❆ operations in ❳. Therefore, we would like to find constraints for unconstrained variables so that a rule is likely to instantiate a causal relation. The basic idea for inducing constraints is to associate unconstrained variables (e.g., ❳) with entity variables (e.g., ❆ and/or ❇). In other words, if we found a relation associating either of the pairs (❳, ❆) or (❳, ❇), we could use the relation as the constraint for the variable ❳. constraints by finding relation instances that associate unconstrained variables with entity variables. An easy and secure approach for the problem would be to extract a relation instance from the target document from which body and head patterns are extracted. However, there is no guarantee that a target document has a sentence associating unconstrained variables with entity variables. For example, the target document may not include a sentence like Pacificare maintains headquarters in Nevada. Therefore, we extract relation instances by applying ReVerb, an Open Information Extractor, to a large text corpus. We use the collection of relation instances as a knowledge base to explain unconstrained variables. In this study, we use the ClueWeb09 corpus 5 as a large text corpus.
Choosing a relation instance for inducing a constraint
A naive approach for associating unconstrained variables (e.g., ❳) with entity variables (e.g., ❆ and ❇) would be to find relation instances that match to the query *(❆, ❳) or *(❇, ❳), where * denotes a wildcard. However, this query is inflexible in that it assumes an exact match for the value of ❳. In addition, if the query finds multiple relation instances (see "Candidates for constraints" in Figure 1 ), we need a mechanism to rank the relation instances. Therefore, we formalize the problem of choosing a relation instance for a constraint as a binary classification problem: choose a relation instance that yields the highest confidence score in the candidate relation instances. In order to allow flexible matching on the value of unconstrained variables (e.g., ❳), we relax the query such that it retrieves relation instances containing either the value of ❆ or ❇, *(❆, *) or *(❇, *) or *(*, ❆) or *(*, ❆) Figure 1 illustrates this process. Because we relaxed the query, the retrieved relation instances may not refer to the value of ❳ (e.g., Nevada). At the same time, the retrieved instances may include multiple relations (e.g., ❤❡❛❞q✉❛rt❡r❡❞✲✐♥ and ♠♦✈❡✲t♦) that refer to the value of ❳. Thus, we design several features to choose a relation instance that is suitable for the causal rule as a constraint. In the descriptions of the features, we denote: ❳ as the value of the unconstrained variable; ❳✬ as the value of the argument other than ❆ and ❇ in the retrieved relation instance; | as the text representation of the retrieved relation (e.g., has a headquarter in for ❤❡❛❞q✉❛rt❡r✲✐♥ relation). by using the Jaccard coefficient.
5. Overlap of documents supporting the relation | and ❳. This feature measures the overlap of two sets of documents that containing the relation | and the value of ❳, respectively, using the Jaccard coefficient.
6. Overlap of documents supporting ❳ and ❳✬. This feature measures the overlap of two sets of documents containing the values of ❳ and ❳✬ by using the Jaccard coefficient. 7. Context similarity between ❳ and ❳✬. We represent an argument ❳ as a vector c X whose elements present frequencies of words that co-occur with ❳ within sentences. We also define c X ′ similarly. This feature computes a cosine similarity between the vectors c X and c X ′ as a distributional similarity between ❳ and ❳✬.
In order to build a classifier for ranking constraints, we manually prepared a training set. In this study, we used a verb acquire (belonging to the frame "Getting") as the target verb. Using its deverbal nouns, the system extracted ten causal relations from the corpus. The system found 100 relation instances for each causal relation. Then we asked a human annotator to label each relation instance as: positive if a relation is suitable as a constraint for the causal relation; and negative otherwise. In this way, we obtained 1,000 training instances for the classifier. Although the training set might look small in numbers, we think this is sufficient because the designed features do not include lexicalized features. We use liblinear 6 as an implementation of linear kernel SVMs for modeling the classifier. The system computes the dot product of the feature vector and the weight vector to compute the score of a relation instance.
Experiments
We conducted two experiments to evaluate the proposed method. The first experiment investigates the ability of deverbal nouns as clues for causal relations (without any generalization). The second experiment evaluates the correctness of causal rules. In these experiments, we used the portion of L.A. Times (about 300,000 articles) in English Gigaword Corpus Third Edition 7 .
Deverbal nouns as clues for causal relations
Because no resource exists for evaluating causal relations between verbs, we built an evaluation set manually, selecting 10 verbs (frames) for this evaluation Table 1 : Precision and recall on locating causal relations set, we randomly sampled five documents in which both the verb and one of its deverbal nouns appear. This process obtained 50 documents (five for each verb) as an evaluation set. Then we asked a human annotator to mark pairs of verbs and other expressions (including verbs and nouns) that have causal relations in the documents. In addition, we also asked the annotator to mark pairs if they do not have causal relations but other relations (e.g., similar and associated).
In this way, we obtained 108 pairs in causal relations and 146 pairs in other relations.
We prepared a baseline method that assumes a pair of relations sharing the same argument to have a causal relation. The baseline method uses ReVerb to extract relation instances in each document in the test set. For example, when ReVerb finds relation instances visit(the prime minister, US) and meet(the prime minister, the president) from the same document, the baseline method yields visit ⇒ meet. Table 1 reports precision and recall of the proposed and baseline methods for locating causal relations. In the table, "causal" uses causal relations identified by the annotator as the gold standard, and "causal + other" uses causal and other relations as the gold standard. Our method performed much better than the baseline method in terms of precision and F 1 score. The baseline method did not work well for finding causal relations (0.0694 F 1 score), but found causal and other relations to some extent (0.1730 F 1 score). In contrast, the proposed method gained 0.3659 F 1 score in finding causal relations, but the F 1 score decreased to 0.2387 when we include other relations for the evaluation. This fact suggests that deverbal nouns can locate causal relations selectively, separating from other types of associations.
Extraction of causal rules
Using the same set of the 50 documents in Section 3.1, we evaluated the correctness of the rules extracted by a system. We asked the human subject to mark each rule extracted by a system into: causal if the rule presents a causal relation; related if the head and body of the rule does not present a causal relation but have some relation; and incorrect if the rule is incorrect.
We compare four methods including a baseline and the proposed method and their variants. "ReVerb+ReVerb" applies ReVerb to a target document, and finds causal rules such as verb1(❆, ❇) ⇒ verb2(❇, ❳), using the identical argument ❇ as the bridge to connect verb1 and verb2. In order to insert a constraint for the causal rule, it searches for relation instances verb3(❆, ❳), verb3(❇, ❳), verb3(❳, ❆), or verb3(❳, ❇) in the database constructed in Section 2.2.
This method selects the relation instance with the highest score (computed by ReVerb) as a constraint. "ReVerb+SVM" extracts causal rules similarly to "ReVerb+ReVerb", but selects a relation for a constraint for a causal rule by using the SVM classifier described in Section 2.3. "Proposed method+ReVerb" extracts causality rules by using the proposed method. When this method selects a constraint for a causal rule, it selects the relation instance with the highest score computed by ReVerb. "Proposed method+SVM" is identical to the proposed method; this Table 2 : Accuracy of causal rules extracted by the systems setting uses the SVM classifier to select a relation instance as a constraint for a causal rule. Table 2 reports the average of accuracy values computed on the gold standard prepared by a human subject. The proposed method using SVM achieved the highest performance (0.3750 for causality). The SVM-based constraint selector boosted the correctness of causal rules for the proposed method (0.2946 → 0.3750). The baseline method could yield rules representing some association (0.4902 for causal and other relations), but failed to produce causal rules (0.1667). The SVM-based constraint selector did not contribute to the baseline method. This is probably because we trained the constraint selector for the proposed method. We observed that the half of rules extracted by the proposed method were judged incorrect. Analyzing these false cases, we found that these errors appeared in the phase of selecting constraints.
Related Work
The previous work on automatic acquisition of causal knowledge can be categorized into three groups in terms of types of inference rules: noun-noun causality (Girju, 2003; Chang and Choi, 2006; Saeger et al., 2011) , verb-verb causality (Lin and Pantel, 2001; Chklovski and Pantel, 2004; Torisawa, 2006; Pantel et al., 2007; Abe et al., 2008; Beamer and Girju, 2009; Do et al., 2011; Hashimoto et al., 2012) , and inference rules of other types (e.g., entailment) (Pekar, 2006; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008; Aharon et al., 2010; Schoenmackers et al., 2010; Berant et al., 2010 Berant et al., , 2011 Gordon and Schubert, 2011; Berant et al., 2012) . However, causal rules extracted by the previous work were limited to those without variables (e.g., lean ⇒ kiss) or those with the same set of variables (e.g., ❳ leaves for ❨ ⇒ ❳ gets to ❨) in the head and body of a rule.
In contrast, our work is the first approach that leverages deverbal nouns that directly express causal relations, and generalizes causal relations into causal rules with multiple variables.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel approach for inducing causal rules from the sentences with deverbal nouns. We conducted two experiments, and demonstrated that deverbal nouns present a good clue for causal relations and that the proposed method can generalize causal relations into causal rules. In this work, we did not address the problem of paraphrasing the body pattern (e.g., the acquisition gives ❆ operations in ❳) into a predicate representation (e.g., ♦♣❡r❛t❡✲✐♥(❆, ❳)) or a simpler textual pattern (e.g., ❆ will operate in ❇). This task would be an immediate future work of this study. In addition, we would like to extend the approach of rule generalization to causal relations identified by other clues (e.g., distributional similarity of verbs) and to other types of semantic relations, for example, entailment relations.
